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Abstract

Broadly neutralizing antibodies against HIV are rare; most patients never develop

them at detectable levels. The discovery of four such antibodies therefore warrants

research into their origins and their presumed unique characteristics. Such studies,

however, require baseline knowledge about commonalities and biases affecting human

immunoglobulin development. Obtaining that knowledge requires large sets of gene

sequence data and the appropriate statistical techniques and tools.

The Genbank repository provides a free and easily accessible source for such

data. Several large datasets cumulatively comprising over 10,000 human Ig heavy

chain genes were identified, downloaded, and carefully filtered. We then developed

a special software tool called SoDA, which employs a unique dynamic programming

algorithm to provide a statistical reconstruction of the events that led to a given

antigen receptor gene. Once developed, tested, and peer-reviewed, we used SoDA to

provide initial data about each downloaded gene with respect to gene segment usage,

n-nucleotide addition, CDR3 length, and mutation frequency, thereby establishing

the most precise estimates currently available for human Ig heavy chain gene segment

usage frequencies.

We compared data from productive non-autoreactive Ig to non-productive Ig and

found evidence for gene segment usage biases, D/J segment pairing preferences result-

ing from multiple sequential D-to-J recombination events, and biases in TdT action

between the V-D and D-J. Further analysis of autoreactive Ig genes yielded evidence

that n-nucleotide addition comes at a cost: the higher the ratio of n-nucleotides to
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germline-encoded nucleotides for a given CDR3 length, the greater the probability

of autoreactivity. These results suggest that the germline gene segments have been

selected for lack of autoreactivity.

It has previously been shown that human Ig gene segments have evolved efficient

evolvability under somatic hypermutation. We have now extended these results,

showing that Ig gene sequences are tuned to preferentially produce consequential

mutations in the antigen-binding domains, and synonymous mutations in the frame-

work regions.

Together, these analyses provide new insights into the genetic and mechanistic

biases shaping the human Ig repertoire.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Broadly neutralizing antibodies against HIV are rare; most infected patients never

develop them and instead require drug therapy to maintain healthy CD8+ T-cell

counts and low viral levels. The discovery of four such antibodies, 2F5, 4E10, 2G12,

and 1B12 [43, 44, 9], has been both exciting and frustrating. These antibodies

maintain affinity for the virus and continue to effectively bind to it, even as the virus

continues to evolve within the host, thereby blocking entry into target cells. That

these antibodies were discovered presumes human capability to develop a broadly

neutralizing humoral response to the virus, given the right conditions. The rarity of

evidence for such effective antibodies arising naturally in patients, however, suggests

that these antibodies are intrinsically difficult to develop somatically. Their rarity

also suggests that there may potentially be something rare about the genes from

which they are expressed. In order to better understand the assumed unique qualities

of these genes, however, it is imperative to understand the typical characteristics of

and biases present within the normal human antibody repertoire.
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Antibodies are the soluble, secreted form of the immunoglobulin (Ig) molecule

produced within all B-cells. This molecule, which serves as both receptor and ef-

fector, is a hallmark of adaptive immunity and its defining characteristic: somatic

diversification of antigen receptor genes. Each Ig molecule is a homodimer of het-

erodimers, where each heterodimer comprises one heavy chain protein and one light

chain protein. Both the light and heavy chain genes are encoded by ligated gene

segments, genetically rearranged during a process known as V(D)J recombination

[80, 93]. Light chain genes are made by recombination of one variable (V) and one

joining (J) gene segment; heavy chain genes are made by recombination of V, J and

an additional segment between them, the diversity (D) segment [20, 34] (Fig. 1.1).

In humans, approximately 50 known functional V segments [46, 53, 11, 10], 27 known

functional D segments [46, 34, 12], and six known functional J segments [46, 34, 72]

are available within a single locus for assembly into heavy chain genes. This locus

resides near the long-arm telomere of chromosome 14 and extends inward toward the

centromere, with the V segments at the 5’ end followed by the D segments and then J

segments. Humans have two light chain loci, κ [49, 14] and λ [25], that can rearrange

and contribute the required protein, though only one locus is expressed per cell. The

recombination of these gene segments into a transcribable gene is mediated by the

recombination activating genes, RAG1 and RAG2. In complex, RAG1/RAG2 bring

together gene segments and play an important role in the splicing out of intervening

sequence as the segments are joined together[67, 63].

During recombination, non-templated (n)-nucleotides may be added by terminal

deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) between adjoining gene segments [18]. TdT is

2
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CDR1

nnn...V D J

CDR2 CDR3

Figure 1.1: Immunoglobulin heavy chain genes are made from the ligation of three
types of gene segments: variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J). Non-templated
(n)-nucleotides may be inserted in the junctions during recombination. Each heavy
chain gene contains three complementarity determing regions (CDR) in which mu-
tations are concentrated during somatic hypermutation. Two CDR are wholly con-
tained withint the V segment, while CDR3 spans from the 3′ end of the V to the 3′

end of the J, entirely containing the D segment and all n-nucleotides.

structurally similar to DNA pol β [16] and belongs to a family of polymerases called

pol X [36]. It is the only known polymerase capable of elongating DNA without

a template [5]. The nucleotides added by TdT become part of complementarity

determining region 3 (CDR3), which refers to a section of the gene that encodes

one of the primary antigen binding loops in the resulting protein (Fig. 1.1). Both

heavy and light chain genes encode a total of three loops through their three CDR.

Together, the six loops structures in the proteins from the expressed light and heavy

chain genes form the antigen binding interface for the Ig molecule. Both CDR1 and

CDR2 are completely embedded within the rearrangeable germline V segments for

the given locus. CDR3, however, spans the 3′ end of the V segment through to the

5′ end of the J segment, entirely encompassing the rearranged D segment and all

n-nucleotides making it responsible for much of the Ig population diversity.

The complementarity determining regions are the primary targets for point mu-

tations added to the gene during a process known as somatic hypermutation [54].

During an adaptive immune response, B-cells bearing surface Ig reactive with micro-
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bial antigens are activated. Some will organize into germinal centers structures in

the lymph nodes where they undergo affinity maturation ([37]; reviewed in [67] and

[98]). During this process, the B-cells proliferate and express a B-cell specific factor

called activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) [59, 58], which causes mutations

in the Ig genes at rate of up to 106 times the normal background rate. These point

mutations are concentrated within the CDR and may help to refine affinity for anti-

gen since the CDR form the antigen binding interface. The cells are subsequently

selected for enhanced affinity for the eliciting antigen.

In addition to combinatorial diversification, n-nucleotide addition, and somatic

hypermutation, Ig genes are subject to randomness in the location of the recombina-

tion sites in all segments. This randomness potentially limits the usage of nucleotides

at the ends of the gene segments [2]. Together, the processes and mechanisms in-

volved in Ig gene formation enable the generation of over 1014 different protein speci-

ficities [81]. Thus, the adaptive immune system seems to employ a strategy wherein

it randomly generates broad populations of antigen receptors to counter the random

variability of antigenic microbes. With so much randomness in the formation of

Ig genes, it is both likely and understandable that between 55% to 75% of B-cells

developing in the bone marrow present self-reactive Ig on their surface [99]. Three

primary mechanisms have been identified that prevent self-reactive Ig from harming

their host, namely receptor editing, deletion, and anergy [29, 61, 92, 26, 30].

The genes for T-cell receptors are also created by the same aforementioned pro-

cesses, though they are not subject to somatic hypermutation. Dynamic assembly

and somatic diversification of these B- and T-cell antigen receptor genes are the hall-
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marks of adaptive immunity. It is assumed that the processes that produce these

antigen receptor genes are largely random, but any existing biases – deviations from

strict randomness – potentially provide clues about the mechanisms by which the Ig

gene formation processes operate. Much can be learned about V(D)J recombination,

n-nucleotide addition, autoreactivity, and somatic hypermutation through statistical

studies of these deviations from randomness, and several studies have been published

reporting analyses of these biases. Using 71 productive Ig rearrangements from a sin-

gle individual, Brezinschek et. al. [7] characterized V, D, and J segment usage by

PCR analysis of genes from unstimulated B-cells, providing the first evidence for

biased gene segment usage within an individual’s immature B-cell repertoire. They

showed, in particular, that the VH3 family is differentially over-represented among

VH gene segments, and that JH6 is expressed more frequently than any of the other

segments. In a follow-up study [6] the investigators used samples from two human

subjects to study both productive and non-productive Ig rearrangements. By in-

cluding non-productive sequences and comparing these unselected rearrangements

to productive rearrangements subject to selection, they were able to attribute the

differential usage to selection. Specifically, they showed that a certain VH4 family

segments appeared to be selectively suppressed.

A 2001 study by Rosner et. al. [79] used cells from ten human subjects to study

CDR3 length differences between mutated and non-mutated Ig genes. Their analysis

led them to hypothesize that B-cells bearing Ig with shorter CDR3 are selected for

antigen binding. In the course of this study, the authors established statistical base-

lines for typical n-nucleotide tract lengths in the V-D and D-J junctions of Ig genes
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and provided some of the first statistics regarding D gene segment usage frequency

and CDR3 length in the adult human Ig repertoire. More recently, Souto-Carneiro

et. al. [90] gathered Ig sequences from several studies, including the aforementioned

Brezinschek study, to statistically characterize CDR3 genetics using more sequences

than had been previously available in a single study. They developed specialized

software for the analysis of CDR3 amino acid composition, D segment usage, D seg-

ment reading frame, and provide one of the most complete statistical analyses of D

gene segment usage, including evidence for the use of the controversial “irregular D

segments” [34].

Inspired by the desire to deepen our understanding of the broadly neutralizing

anti-HIV antibodies, we ventured to perform a comprehensive analysis of Ig molecules

on a large scale to establish baseline statistics regarding Ig genetics. Thus, the re-

search initiatives described herein differ from the aforementioned efforts in that they

involve using a much larger set of Ig genes than was previously possible. Such large

scale initiatives to study biases have only recently become tractable. Developments in

laboratory methods and sequencing technologies have facilitated rapid production of

large genetic datasets for Ig. The parallel rise of bioinformatics and systems biology

has promoted methods for storage, analysis, and sharing of those data. Genbank, for

example, currently holds over 20,000 human Ig heavy chain records. This profusion

of freely available Ig sequence data presents an opportunity to study statistically

the genetic and molecular details of Ig using a large dataset that only recently has

become manageable.

The large number of human heavy chain records in Genbank have been submitted

6



as a result of hundreds of different studies with equally numerous different objec-

tives. Still, much more can be learned from this freely available raw sequence data.

Its reuse enabled broad and detailed studies of the genetic properties and molecular

mechanisms that influence Ig formation. Simply due to the large scale, such analy-

ses of productively rearragned Ig genes, including autoreactive Ig, in comparison to

non-productively rearranged genes provided statistically-based foundational data re-

garding typical characteristics of and biases within the human Ig repertoire. A broad

and large-scale study of the kind performed here requires two main components: sets

of gene segments to analyze and compare, and a tool to facilitate the initial analysis

of those gene segments. Presented in the following chapters is a detailed description

of the construction of such a tool and the application of that tool on large datasets

of Ig heavy chain sequences gathered from Genbank. This process not only provided

the most precise estimates of Ig heavy chain gene segment usage currently available,

but also enabled statistical analyses that provided unique insights into the genetic

and mechanistic biases that shape the Ig heavy chain repertoire.
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Chapter 2

Developing the Research Tool, SoDA

In order to study biases in the mechanisms and genetics of Ig, we need an efficient

and simple tool to facilitate the understanding of the genetics heavy chain genes. For

any given Ig gene, we want to know which processes occurred to produce a given Ig

heavy chain DNA sequence, which gene segments were involved, and the extent that

processes like TdT n=nucleotide addition and somatic hypermutation shaped the

DNA sequence of the gene. The impact of complicating factors, like recombination

site choice and somatic hypermutation of n-nucleotides, can never be known for sure,

but can be probabilistically estimated. This makes for a challenging problem and

research opportunity.

Stated more precisely, the problem we set out to solve is the statistical recon-

struction of the recombination events that led to any given antigen receptor gene.

The solution consists in identifying each of the V, D, and J gene segments used as

well as the recombination sites, point mutations and n-nucleotides. Because of the

uncertainty in the recombination sites, the aligned, untrimmed gene segments may
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overlap. Therefore, alignments of the target gene to the individual gene segments can-

not be treated as independent. This feature sets the V(D)J problem apart from the

otherwise similar spliced alignment problem [27]. The substantial single-nucleotide

diversification that occurs throughout all junctions due to somatic hypermutation

and the possible addition of n-nucleotides adds further complication.

Several algorithms already existed for determining Ig and TCR gene segment

composition. IMGT/V-QUEST is perhaps the most complete of these tools, having

the ability to analyze both Ig and TCR sequences for human, mouse, sheep, and

other organisms [28]. V-QUEST, however, is based on the BLAST algorithm; it is

not as sensitive as dynamic programming methods for sequence alignment and does

not guarantee finding the best alignment of two sequences [3]. Another approach,

based on the identification of conserved motifs in the target gene, was taken by the

authors of JOINSOLVER [90]. This program was developed for the specific task of

analyzing the CDR3 region of rearranged Ig heavy chain sequences to characterize D

segment usage, and thus does not analyze TCR sequences, though it does analyze Ig

light chains. Neither program produces a final alignment that identifies the inferred

origin of each nucleotide in the target sequence, nor does either program allow for

gaps when performing alignments, although insertions and deletions are known to

occur during somatic hypermutation [88].

Our solution, dubbed SoDA for Somatic Diversification Analysis, is based on dy-

namic programming, which has become the standard approach for pairwise sequence

alignment because of its simplicity and guaranteed optimality. Traditional dynamic

programming algorithms for sequence alignment [60],[89] rely on the equivalence of
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pairwise alignments and paths through a two-dimensional lattice. Our algorithm is

a generalization of these approaches based on an equivalence between V(D)J align-

ments and paths through a three-dimensional (3D) lattice as described in detail

below.

2.1 Approach

The solution to the V(D)J problem consists of the identification of a set G∗ =

{V∗,D∗,J ∗} of gene segments and a set M∗ of modifications – recombination sites,

point mutations (including insertions and deletions) and n nucleotide insertions –

that when applied to G produces the observed target sequence T , that is M(G) = T ,

and such that the posterior probability, P (G,M|T ), is maximized. The posterior

probability quantifies our confidence in the inference.

Bayes’ rule gives

P (G,M|T )P (T ) = I(M(G) = T )P (G)P (M) (2.1)

where I is the indicator function, equaling one when its argument is true and zero

otherwise. The basic assumption here is that M and G are independent given the

constraint that M(G) = T . Practically speaking, the information − log P (M) is

based on empirical frequencies and specifies the cost function for the alignment al-

gorithm.

When we first developed SoDA, there had been limited research into preferential

usage of specific Ig or TCR gene segments over others. Livak, et.al., found possible

preferences for certain D and J gene segments in TCR rearrangements and Marshall,
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et.al., showed preferential usage of certain V gene segments in murine Ig rearrange-

ments [48, 51]. Few studies, however, characterizing segment-by-segment usage for

functional human rearrangements have been published, especially for Ig heavy chain

rearrangements. One study by Brezinschek, et.al., did find frequencies for V, D, and

J gene segment usage in IgM, but the study was based on serum samples from only

two male donors [6]. Thus, limited data on such frequencies in the population were

not available at the time of development. So, in performing these analyses, SoDA

assumes that all V, D, and J gene segments are equally likely, rendering the P (G)

term in equation 2.1 a uniform.

2.2 Algorithm

SoDA proceeds through two stages. In the first, the set of viable V, D and J segments

is chosen by independent unconditional pairwise alignments between the target gene

and each candidate gene segment. As stated above, the optimality of a solution

based on independent unconditional alignment is not assured, but we can eliminate

gene segments that score too low to participate in the optimal solution to simplify

the computationally intensive second stage.

Using a standard local alignment approach, SoDA first finds an alignment score

for each V gene segment in the library. Once all V gene segments are aligned and

scored, they are sorted; only those above a viability cutoff are retained. The pro-

cess then repeats for J gene segments. For Ig heavy chains and TCR β chains,

candidate D segments are evaluated by alignment against that part of target se-

quence that lies between the invariant cysteine encoded by V and the invariant
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Figure 2.1: A. For aligning two contiguous sequences to a target sequence, the j
axis represents the target sequence, while the other sequences are represented by the
i and k axes. B. Aligning the J sequence to the target sequence horizontally allows a
traceback path to traverse from any point in V to any point in J, while still allowing
for movement in the n-layer if necessary.

tryptophan/phenylalanine encoded by J, the positions of which are discovered by

the initial alignments to V and J.

The second stage of SoDA is the simultaneous alignment of all segments in the

remaining viable sets. This stage uses a novel 3-dimensional dynamic programming

alignment algorithm to make its final sequence inference, which we now describe in

detail.

2.2.1 Two Contiguous Sequences (Light Chains)

We started by designing an algorithm to align a target sequence to two contiguous

sequences which can overlap and/or have a random number of additional nucleotides

in their junction, as in the case of light chain rearrangements. Using a three dimen-

sional matrix, we conceived the front vertical plane to represent the alignment of

the V gene segment to the target sequence, where the vertical axis i represents the

V gene segment and the horizontal axis j represents the observed input sequence
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(Fig. 2.1A). The third axis k would then represent the J gene segment, and thus

each horizontal plane in the matrix represents an alignment of the J segment with

the target sequence. The front V plane is further separated from the matrix by an n

layer, which allows for random n-nucleotide additions (Fig. 2.2A). A path, then, for

the alignment through the matrix would first follow an increase in the i and j axes

while k remained constant, representing an alignment of the V gene segment with

the target sequence. Then, at some point, the path would pass into the n layer and

traverse through it, meaning that j continues to increase while movement in the i

and k dimensions remain constant, thereby representing n-nucleotides. Or, the path

would jump directly from some point in the V plane to some point in one of the

horizontal J planes to account for situations where there had been no n-nucleotide

additions and instead an overlap of the V and J segments (Fig. 2.1B). From that

point on, the path would be horizontal only, with i remaining constant and j and k

increasing, representing an alignment of the target sequence with the J gene segment.

Accounting for exonuclease activity in rearrangements requires performing this align-

ment in three dimensions, to allow for a path from any point in the V segment to

any point in the J segment while still being able to move through the n-layer.

The algorithm was written such that the dynamic programming matrix h was

computed by individual vertical layers. Let s(X) be the length of a gene segment X,

where X can be the V, D, J, or target sequence (T). Then, we define one vertical layer

of the dynamic programming matrix h as h[1 . . . s(V )][1 . . . s(T )][k] for all integers k,

such that 1 ≤ k ≤ s(J). Note that one vertical layer constitutes one unit along the

k axis. Computing the matrix by layers is necessary since the criteria evaluated for
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Figure 2.2: A. Allowing for a random number of n-nucleotides necessitates the
addition of a special layer in the dynamic programming matrix. The layer is inserted
between the V-to-target sequence alignment plane and the J-to-target alignment
submatrix. B. The matrix for aligning three sequences requires that the second
n-layer and submatrix be appended to the bottom, and offset by 2 units in the k
direction, to account for the front vertical V and n-layers.

each matrix position differs per layer for the V, n-, and initial J submatrix layers.

First the V layer is filled in completely, calculating the value at each position using

the typical dynamic programming alignment algorithm rules:

∀ i, j, and k, such that 1 ≤ i ≤ s(V ), 1 ≤ j ≤ s(T ), and for k=1:

h[i][j][1] = max







h[i − 1][j][k] − gap

h[i − 1][j − 1][k] + m

h[i][j − 1][k] − gap

where m is the score of a match or mismatch of the nucleotides being compared.

Once complete, the algorithm moves to the next layer back, where k=2. This

is the n-layer, which is a buffer layer between the V and J layers to accommodate

the addition of n-nucleotides, so the rules for calculating h[i][j][k] here are different.

Generally, vertical movement within a layer would imply gaps in the target sequence.

In the context of the problem, however,an insertion or deletion that occurs within

the set of n-nucleotides is simply interpreted as the existence or non-existence of an

n-nucleotide. Thus, in the n-layer, vertical movement along the i axis not defined:
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∀ i, j, and k, such that 1 ≤ i ≤ s(V ), 1 ≤ j ≤ s(T ), and for k=2,

h[i][j][2] = max

{

h[i][j − 1][k]

h[i][j − 1][k − 1]

The algorithm then proceeds to fill in the submatrix for the J layers, where

k ≥ 3. Here, each calculation must evaluate not only adjacent positions, as in

typical alignments, but must also consider positions in both the n- and V layers due

to the constraint of having a path that can move from any position in the J sequence

to any position in the V sequence, and thus there are five maximum value options:

∀ i, j, and k, such that 1 ≤ i ≤ s(V ), 1 ≤ j ≤ s(T ), and 3 ≤ k ≤ s(J),

h[i][j][k] = max























1h[i][j − 1][k] − gap
2h[i][j − 1][k − 1] + m
3h[i][j − 1][2] + m
4h[i][j − 1][1] + m
5h[i][j][k − 1] − gap

Options 3 and 4 above are specifically for considering the n- and V layers, respectively.

Note that when k=3, options 2 and 3 are redundant. Thus, for that layer only, there

are four options.

As with standard alignment algorithms, a traceback path is created and saved

as the matrix is computed. When the matrix is complete, traceback begins at the

position in the J submatrix where the value is the greatest.

2.2.2 Three Contiguous Sequences (Heavy Chains)

Building upon the concepts for light chain rearrangements, we developed the algo-

rithm necessary to accommodate heavy chain rearrangements, where there is a third
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Figure 2.3: A. To account for the addition of a third sequence, a second n-layer and
second submatrix are added beneath the original alignment matrix. B. The third
sequence addition requires associating two of the sequences to one of the axes. For
Ig heavy chains, the J sequence is represented along the i axis with the V sequence.

contiguous sequence to be aligned to the target sequence. The key to the algorithm

is to replicate the idea of an n-layer and a second 3D submatrix for the additional

sequence, but to append both beneath the existing layers required for the alignment

of the first two sequences (Fig. 2.3A). This is accomplished by designating the ver-

tical axis i to represent the V sequence, an n-layer, and the J sequence, so that

i = s(V ) + s(J) + 1. The D sequence, then, is represented along the k axis, and

the target sequence is still represented by the j axis (Figs.2.2B,2.3B). Arranging the

sequences in this way allows for n-nucleotide additions and a path from any point in

J to any point in D, while maintaining those same properties of movement for the D

and V sequences. The matrix, then, is initially filled out using the same calculations

as the two sequence alignment procedure, but with the additional steps of filling in

the n-layer for the D-J junction and the submatrix for the J gene segment alignment

to the target sequence. Thus, the algorithm switches from computing vertical layers,
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to computing horizontal layers. Computing this second n-layer is similar to comput-

ing the first, except that movement along the k axis is undefined instead of the i

axis. Thus, the second n-layer is filled out using the following rules:

For i = i′ + 1 and ∀ j and k, such that 1 ≤ j ≤ s(T ) and for k ≥ 3,

h[i][j][k] = max

{

h[i][j − 1][k]

h[i − 1][j − 1][k]

where i′ is the position along the i axis at which the best alignment of D to the

target sequence, relative to V, occurs. At each i, the horizontal alignment of D to

the target sequence is similar, differing only by values that come from the vertical V

layer. Thus, at some horizontal layer at height i, the alignment of D to the target

sequence will be maximized relative to a position in V, which we define as the vertical

position i′ where the traceback path will pass through into the V layer (Fig.2.3B). In

terms of alignment to the target sequence, the V and J sequences are independent

of each other. So, the computations for the second n-layer and the subsequent J

submatrix begin at i′ +1 and k begins at 3, since k=1 and k=2 represent the vertical

V and n-layers, respectively.

The J submatrix is filled out in a similar manner to the D submatrix, considering

values in the n-layer and in the D submatrix horizontal layer at height i′, in addition

to adjacent positions within the matrix:

∀ i, j, and k, such that i′ + 2 ≤ i ≤ s(J), 1 ≤ j ≤ s(T ), and 3 ≤ k ≤ s(D),

h[i][j][k] = max























1h[i][j − 1][k] − gap
2h[i − 1][j − 1][k] + m
3h[i′ + 1][j − 1][k] + m
4h[i′][j − 1][k] + m
5h[i − 1][j][k] − gap
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Note that when i = i′ + 2, options 2 and 3 are redundant, and thus for the topmost

horizontal layer in the J matrix, the algorithm chooses from only four options.

2.2.3 Traceback

Once the matrix is entirely computed, the traceback procedure begins at the cell

in the J submatrix containing the maximum value. In general, traceback proceeds

by moving concurrently along the i and j axes, while k remains constant, finding

the alignment of the J sequence to the target sequence, respectively. Then, the

traceback path moves into either the n-layer and then the D submatrix, or directly

into the D submatrix. Movement within the n-layer is solely along the j axis. At

i = i′, traceback proceeds through the D submatrix by moving concurrently along

the j and k axes, finding the alignment between the D gene segment and the target

sequence. Then, the path moves into the vertical n-layer for the V-D junction, or

jumps directly into the V layer. Again, movement in the n-layer is solely along the

j axis. Once in the V layer, movement proceeds concurrently along the i and j

axes until either i=1 or j=1, finding the alignment of the V gene segment to the

target sequence. All movement within the n-layers is designated as the addition of

n nucleotides in the junction between the respective gene segments. Thus, once the

traceback is complete, the resulting alignment is the best possible alignment of the

gene segments, with n-nucleotides and gaps, to the target sequence.
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2.2.4 Expanding the 3D Algorithm Beyond Three Sequences

Though the 3D algorithm described here only aligns three subsequences to a target

sequence, we believe that the fundamental concepts established here allow for ex-

panding this alignment algorithm beyond three subsequences. In such a case, each

additional sequence would be represented either by the k or the i axis, alternating by

each addition. Also, a new 3D submatrix for aligning this new sequence would need

to be appended in the same direction as the axis that represents the new sequence.

In general, odd numbered sequences would be represented by the i axis, while even

numbered sequences would be represented by the k axis. For example, in the case

of our SoDA implementation, the third sequence, the J gene segment, is represented

along the i axis with the V gene segment and the submatrix for its alignment to the

target sequence is appended below the matrix for the D gene segment, the second

sequence. So, adding a fourth sequence would require that the k axis represents

the new sequence and that an additional submatrix for aligning this sequence to the

target would be added in the direction of the k axis, adjacent to the lower submatrix

for the third subsequence alignment. Adding further sequences would thus create a

set of submatrices arranged like a staircase, moving in the direction of the i and k

axes.

2.3 Results and Discussion

To test SoDA, we developed a simulation program to generate artificial Ig sequences.

The program simulates V(D)J recombination by randomly selecting a V, D, and J

gene segment, and selecting the effective recombination site for each segment from a
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2.5% mutation 5% mutation 10% mutation 15% mutation

Correct SoDA JSa VQb SoDA JS VQ SoDA JS VQ SoDA JS VQ

V 30 30 30 30 26 29 30 25 29 30 23 28

D 28 26 16 28 28 10 27 25 18 22 19 16

J 30 29 29 30 30 28 29 28 29 28 30 30

VDJ 28 26 16 28 25 8 27 20 15 22 15 15

Table 2.1: a JOINSOLVER [90], b IMGT/V-QUEST [28]. At each mutation rate,
2.5 %, 5%, 10%, and 15%, we generated 30 sequences and tested them using the
above mentioned programs. The results show the number of correct inferences out
of 30 that each of the three programs made for each gene segment and for the
rearrangement as a whole. A correct inference for the rearrangement means that all
three gene segments were correctly identified, while allowing for mismatched alleles.

uniform distribution extending five nucleotides to either side of the nominal recom-

bination site. N nucleotide addition is simulated by randomly choosing the number

of n-nucleotides to add to each junction from the uniform distribution up to 12. So-

matic hypermutation is simulated by introducing point mutations independently at

each position with transition/transversion ratio fixed by empirical frequencies [88].

The probability of mutation per nucleotide was varied to produce expected mutation

frequencies of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 15%; we generated 30 artificial sequences at each

mutation rate.

We used these sequence sets to compare the inferences generated by SoDA, JOIN-

SOLVER and V-QUEST. All three programs use the same V,D, and J gene segment

libraries from IMGT, except that JOINSOLVER adds five “irregular D” segments

to the D segment library. We chose four sets of 30 sequences as a reasonable test,

given that only SoDA among the three programs can process sequences in batch.

The results of our tests are shown in Table 2.1. As expected, as the mutation rate

increased, SoDA’s accuracy declined, though at each mutation rate, SoDA identified

more rearrangements correctly than did either JOINSOLVER or V-QUEST. SoDA
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GI#: 1154693 

GI#: 1154688 

JOINSOLVER
Input  AAA GAT AAG GTT GAC GGA GCA GGT GGT GGA GAG GGG GAT TAC TAC TAC TAC TAC GGA ATG GAC
V 3-9*01  AAA GAT A.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
D 2-21*01 ... ... ... ... ..a GcA tat tGT GGT GGt GAt tGc tAT TcC ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
J 6*01  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AT TAC TAC TAC TAC TAC GGt ATG GAC
Key  VVV VVV Vnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nDD DDD DDn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn JJJ JJJ
AA   K   D   K   V   D   G   A   G   G   G   E   G   D   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   G   M   D 

SoDA                               *                                                     
Input  AAA GAT AAG GTT GAC GGA GCA GGT GGT GGA GAG GGG GAT TAC TAC TAC TAC TAC GGA ATG GAC
V 3-9*01  AAA GAT A.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
D 2-2*01/inv ... ... ... ... GgC atA GCA GcT GGT act act aca ata TcC T.. ... ... ... ... ... ...
J 6*01  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AT TAC TAC TAC TAC TAC GGt ATG GAC
Key  VVV VVV Vnn nnn nnn nnD DDD DDD DDD nnn nnn nnn nJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ
AA   K   D   K   V   D   G   A   G   G   G   E   G   D   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   G   M   D 

V-QUEST                        * * *          *                                               
Input  AAA GAT AAG GTT GAC GGA GCA GGT GGT GGA GAG GGG GAT TAC TAC TAC TAC TAC GGA ATG GAC
V 3-9*01  AAA GAT A.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
D 2-8*02  ... ... ..a Gga tAt tGt aCt GGT GGT GtA tgc tat acc ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
J 6*01  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AT TAC TAC TAC TAC TAC GGt ATG GAC
Key  VVV VVV Vnn nnn nnn nDD DDD DDD DDD DDD nnn nnn nJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ
AA   K   D   K   V   D   G   A   G   G   G   E   G   D   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y   G   M   D 

JOINSOLVER      **             

Input  TAT TTT TGT GCG AGA GGC CCT TAT AAT GAA GAC TAC TTT GAA AAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG

V 1-69*01  TAT Tac TGT GCG AGA Ga. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

D 2/of15-2 ... ... ... ... ... aGa ata Ttg taa tAg tAC TAC TTT ctA tgC c.. ... ... ... ... ...

J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AC TAC TTT GAc tAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG

Key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV Vnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nDD DDD DDD nnn nJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ

AA   Y   F   C   A   R   G   P   Y   N   E   D   Y   F   E   N   W   G   Q   G   T   L

SoDA       **

Input  TAT TTT TGT GCG AGA GGC CCT TAT AAT GAA GAC TAC TTT GAA AAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG

V 1-69*01  TAT Tac TGT GCG AGA Ga. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

D 3-9*01/inv ... ... ... ... ... ... .gT TAT AAT aAc cAg Tca aaa tAt cgt aat ac

J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AC TAC TTT GAc tAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG

Key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV Vnn nnD DDD DDD nnn nJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ

AA   Y   F   C   A   R   G   P   Y   N   E   D   Y   F   E   N   W   G   Q   G   T   L

V-QUEST       **                         *   * *  

Input  TAT TTT TGT GCG AGA GGC CCT TAT AAT GAA GAC TAC TTT GAA AAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG

V 1-69*01  TAT Tac TGT GCG AGA Ga. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

D 4-23*01 ... ... ... ... ... ..g taT TAT gAT tAc GTT TGG GGG AGT TAT GCT TAT ACC ... ... ...

J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AC TAC TTT GAc tAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG

Key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV Vnn nnD DDD DDD DDD DJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ

AA   Y   F   C   A   R   G   P   Y   N   E   D   Y   F   E   N   W   G   Q   G   T   L

Figure 2.4: For both GI numbers 1154693 and 1154688, each of the three programs,
SoDA, JOINSOLVER, and V-QUEST, returned the same V and J gene segment infer-
ence, but a different D segment. Above is a summary of the alignments, per program,
of the D gene segment selected and its junctions with the V and J segments. The
italicized n’s in the key for JOINSOLVER show where we believe JOINSOVLER’s
inference can be improved, by changing them to Js. For GI1154693, SoDA’s D gene
segment identification seems to produce the most favorable alignment, having only
one mutation compared to the four mutations of V-QUEST’s alignment, and having
a significantly lower number of n-nucleotide additions than JOINSVOLER’s align-
ment. For GI1154688, JOINSOLVER’s D gene segment identification produces the
longest D segment alignment, but SoDA’s choice produces the best overall alignment
between the V, D, and J gene segments.

identified the correct VDJ combination in 28, 28, 27, and 23 cases out of 30 at 2.5%,

5%, 10%, and 15% mutation rates, respectively. Also, for each test, SoDA correctly

identified all 30 of the V segments correctly. JOINSOLVER did not perform as well
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identifying V gene segments (though this is not unexpected since JOINSOLVER

was developed specifically for analyzing CDR3 regions, and not V gene segments).

V-QUEST identified fewer D segments correctly. All of the programs were able to

identify the J gene segments correctly, and at the 15% mutation rate, JOINSOLVER

and V-QUEST both performed slightly better than SoDA at this task.

We then tested each of these programs on a set of 30 sequences selected randomly

from a set of 650 rearranged Ig heavy chain sequences. Of these 650 sequences,

547 came from the set of sequences used by [90] to test JOINSOLVER (Genbank

accession numbers Z68345-487 and Z80363-770), and the remaining 103 sequences

were added to this set after searching Genbank for “human immunoglobulin heavy

chain variable region” (accession numbers AM050894-1008). After testing the three

programs using all 30 sequences, we found that the programs agreed in their V, D,

and J identifications on 18 of these genes. For the remaining 12 sequences, SoDA

never made a V or J identification that was not supported by one of the other

two programs. In two of these 12 cases, the only difference was in JOINSOLVER’s

V segment prediction. In one case JOINSOLVER’s V choice differed from that of

SoDA and V-QUEST, and the D identified by V-quest differed from that of SoDA

and JOINSOLVER. In three other cases, V-QUEST simply did not identify both the

D and J gene segments, though JOINSOLVER and SODA agreed on all three gene

segments. There was one instance where JOINSOLVER’s D choice differed from

that of the other two programs, and a similar instance where V-QUEST’s selection

of a D segment was the only difference. For the remaining four instances, the three

programs chose different D gene segments. The alignments for two of these cases are
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SoDA: Somatic Diversifcation Analysis 
 Sequence name: 1154688
 total score = 736.9930  length = 324  ratio = 2.275

                      ... ... ... ... ..* ... ... ... ... *.. ... ... ..* ... ... ... *.. ... .*. ... *.. *.. ... .*. ... ... ...
          input seq.  AAG AAG CCT GGG TCG TCG GTG AAG GTC GCC TGC AAG GCC TCT GGA GGC TCC TTC ACC AGC CAT ACT ATC ACC TGG GTG CGA
       put. germline  AAG AAG CCT GGG TCc TCG GTG AAG GTC tCC TGC AAG GCt TCT GGA GGC aCC TTC AgC AGC tAT gCT ATC AgC TGG GTG CGA
                 key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV
           V 1-69*01  AAG AAG CCT GGG TCc TCG GTG AAG GTC tCC TGC AAG GCt TCT GGA GGC aCC TTC AgC AGC tAT gCT ATC AgC TGG GTG CGA
        D 3-9*01/inv  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
              J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
             protein   k   k   p   g   s   s   v   k   v   a   c   k   a   s   g   g   s   f   t   s   h   t   i   t   w   v   r 
              CDR/FR  FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF
                        1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27

                      ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... *.. ... ... ... *.. *.. ... ... ... ... ... ...
          input seq.  CAG GCC CCT GGA CAA GGG CTT GAG TGG ATG GGA GGG ATC ATC CCT CTC TTT GGT ACA CCA GAC TAC GCA CAG AAG TTC CAG
       put. germline  CAG GCC CCT GGA CAA GGG CTT GAG TGG ATG GGA GGG ATC ATC CCT aTC TTT GGT ACA gCA aAC TAC GCA CAG AAG TTC CAG
                 key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV
           V 1-69*01  CAG GCC CCT GGA CAA GGG CTT GAG TGG ATG GGA GGG ATC ATC CCT aTC TTT GGT ACA gCA aAC TAC GCA CAG AAG TTC CAG
        D 3-9*01/inv  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
              J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
             protein   q   a   p   g   q   g   l   e   w   m   g   g   i   i   p   l   f   g   t   p   d   y   a   q   k   f   q 
              CDR/FR  FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF
                       28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54

                      ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .*. ... ..* ... ..* ... .*. .*. ... ..* ... ..* ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
          input seq.  GGC AGA GTC ACG ATT ACC GCG GTC GAA TCA ACG AGA ACA GTC TCC ATG GAC CTG AGT AGC CTG AGA TCT GAG GAC ACG GCC
       put. germline  GGC AGA GTC ACG ATT ACC GCG GaC GAA TCc ACG AGc ACA GcC TaC ATG GAg CTG AGc AGC CTG AGA TCT GAG GAC ACG GCC
                 key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV
           V 1-69*01  GGC AGA GTC ACG ATT ACC GCG GaC GAA TCc ACG AGc ACA GcC TaC ATG GAg CTG AGc AGC CTG AGA TCT GAG GAC ACG GCC
        D 3-9*01/inv  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
              J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
             protein   g   r   v   t   i   t   a   v   e   s   t   r   t   v   s   m   d   l   s   s   l   r   s   e   d   t   a 
              CDR/FR  FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF
                       55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65  66  67  68  69  70  71  72  73  74  75  76  77  78  79  80  81

                      ... ... .** ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..* *.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
          input seq.  GTG TAT TTT TGT GCG AGA GGC CCT TAT AAT GAA GAC TAC TTT GAA AAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG GTC ACC GTC TCC TCA
       put. germline  GTG TAT Tac TGT GCG AGA GGC CCT TAT AAT GAA GAC TAC TTT GAc tAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG GTC ACC GTC TCC TCA
                 key  VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV VVV Vnn nnD DDD DDD nnn nJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJ
           V 1-69*01  GTG TAT Tac TGT GCG AGA Ga. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
        D 3-9*01/inv  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .gT TAT AAT aAc cAg Tca aaa tAt cgt aat ac. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
              J 4*02  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .AC TAC TTT GAc tAC TGG GGC CAG GGA ACC CTG GTC ACC GTC TCC TCA
             protein   v   y   f   c   a   r   g   p   y   n   e   d   y   f   e   n   w   g   q   g   t   l   v   t   v   s   s 
              CDR/FR  FFF FFF FFF FFF CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF FFF
                       82  83  84  85  86  87  88  89  90  91  92  93  94  95  96  97  98  99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

Figure 2.5: The complete output of SoDA’s inference for sequence 1154693. SoDA
provides a text file in this format for each sequence it analyzes.

shown in Fig.2.4.

For sequence 1154693 (GI number), SoDA’s D gene choice appears arguably to

provide the best fit (Fig. 2.5). JOINSOLVER’s inference can be improved as shown

where the key is italicized. Nevertheless, we believe SoDA’s alignment to be the

best due to its smaller relative mutation frequency and the smaller number of n-

nucleotides required. For sequence 1154688 (GI number), JOINSOLVER found the

longest D gene segment alignment without mutations, but uses an unusual reading

frame in gene segment not found in the IMGT IGHD library (2/OF15-2) and uses 15

n-nucleotides in the V-D junction. V-QUEST aligns 11 bases of its D prediction (4-

23*01) with 3 mutations, while SoDA’s uses a common D segment (3-9*01), though
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it is inverted, with no mutations and only four n-nucleotides in the V-D junction.

Though both SoDA and JOINSOLVER use four n-nucleotides in the D-J junction,

JOINSOLVER’s D alignment forces the J alignment further downstream, and there-

fore misses aligning the first 12 bases of the J segment to the target sequence. This

example illustrates the dependence among segment alignments that motivated the

development of SoDA. Although JOINSOLVER has found a D segment alignment

that score higher than that of the SoDA solution, when the respective complete

alignments are considered, SoDA’s use of a lower-scoring D segment is more than

offset by the J segment alignment that this choice allows (Fig 2.5).

2.4 Additional Features

In addition to humans, SoDA can analyze both Ig and TCR sequences from mouse

and opossum, and Ig sequences from rhesus macaque. SoDA also allows for modifi-

cation of the mutation frequency input parameter, which directly affects the scoring

matrix calculations, enabling for stricter or more liberal predictions. Such a setting

is necessary for analyzing heavily mutated Ig sequences, like anti-HIV antibodies or

Ig from chronic B-cell lymphoma patients. SoDA also provides graphical analyses

of hydrophobicity and charge comparisons between the input and the statistically

predicted germline sequences. Most recently, the ability for SoDA to report lists

of top gene segments along with its prediction was added. This enables users to

select and view alignments using segments that SoDA did not choose in its optimal

alignment. Currently, SoDA lacks the ability to infer multiple tandem D segments

within TCR and Ig genes: a deficit shared by V-QUEST but not by JOINSOLVER.
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SoDA, however, is currently the only tool that can analyze up to 8000 sequences

in batch, reporting to the user completion of the analysis via email. Additionally,

improvements to the software enable a user to substitute other gene segments for the

ones chosen in the optimal alignment to in order to test other possible alignments.

2.5 Summary

The antigen receptors of adaptive immunity are unique in their capacity for somatic

diversification and consequently present unique challenges for bioinformatics. We

have developed a software package built on a novel 3D generalization of pairwise

alignment algorithms to find the most likely recombination scenario, including the

gene segments and their somatic modifications, to account for any given TCR or

Ig sequence. We tested our system, SoDA, against a set of artificial Ig sequences

produced by simulating the rearrangement process, and a set of real human Ig genes

chosen from Genbank. SoDA performed well, and compared favorably to existing

programs JOINSOLVER and V-QUEST. The cost of this performance enhancement

is a substantially increased computational effort. Although validated here on human

Ig heavy chains only, the program performs comparably on all Ig and TCR loci in

humans. Therefore, the information SoDA provides allows for a detailed analysis of

the population somatic genetics of the immune response.
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Chapter 3

Data Collection and Filtering

Research objectives frequently require the use of specialized tools such as particular

reagents, machines, statistical techniques, or software. SoDA is such a tool. Its

development was in itself a research project, but now that it has been tested and

peer reviewed[96], its true value comes in its usefulness as a research tool. SoDA

made the type of large-scale analysis we wanted to perform possible and efficient.

Such an analysis, however, also required a large set of Ig heavy chain sequence data.

3.1 DNA Sequences

We set out to compile sets of human immunoglobulin heavy chain gene sequences that

are representative of natural immunoglobulin diversity, excluding clonally related

genes and genes of perinatal origin. To do so, we submitted the search “human[orgn]

heavy[titl] immunoglobulin[titl]” to the Genbank nucleotide database which returned

16,870 results. We label this large collection of Genbank sequences as the P dataset,

for “productive Ig”. We then identified 1,167 autoreactive Ig rearrangements in Gen-
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bank using keyword searches with terms such as “autoreactive”, “immunoglobulin”,

“autoantibody”, and “heavy”. We refer to this set of genes as the autoreactive

dataset (A). We further identified two additional gene sets that would facilitate par-

ticular analyses. We identified a set of 608 gene sequences from a study conducted

of the synovial B-cells of rheumatoid arthritis patients [57], which we refer to as

the RA dataset. The fourth dataset is a collection of 6,329 genes used in a study

by Ohm-Laursen, et.al., that were gathered from the serum of 28 healthy human

adult volunteers using a primer for a specific VH gene segment, VH3-23 (17). We

refer to these genes as the OL dataset. We downloaded each set of DNA sequences,

preprocessed and filtered them as described below, and analyzed them, using SoDA,

for gene segment usage, point mutations, n-nucleotide addition, and recombination

junctional diversity.

3.2 Classification by Productivity

Each dataset was then divided into three groups on the basis of the inferred original,

pre-somatic mutation productivity. We classified those sequences that appeared to

have been originally rearranged out of frame by virtue of the V segment being mu-

tually out of frame with the J segment, excluding indels, as non-productive. These

non-productive sequences were grouped together into a fifth dataset (NP). We classi-

fied those sequences that had no stop codons and both invariant V cysteines and the

invariant J tryptophan in-frame and intact as productive. All others were classified

as indeterminate and omitted from further consideration.

Many non-productive sequences come from B-cells that have rearranged gene
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segments on both alleles. In this situation, the first rearrangement did not yield

a transcribable gene due to the presence of stop codons in the coding sequence or

out-of-frame gene segments which code for a protein incapable of producing the nec-

essary tertiary structure. These B-cells get a second chance to rearrange to produce

a functional receptor, and thereby avoid deletion, by rearranging the second allele.

Successful rearrangement of this allele yields a B-cell that presents a functional re-

ceptor, yet also carries a non-functional rearrangement. Thus, these non-productive

genes provide a set of sequences that represent raw products of recombination that

have been uninfluenced by selection pressures for antigen, therefore enabling com-

parisons that can show the effects of selection on the Ig heavy chain repertoire.

3.3 Filtering

We filtered the SoDA results in each set to remove clonal duplicates, which we defined

to be those sequences that were inferred to use the same V, D, and J gene segments,

had the same inferred CDR3 length, and have similar Genbank accession numbers.

Sequences containing these matches and differing only by point mutations were still

considered clonal duplicates. Where groups of clonally related genes were identified,

a single representative was chosen at random and the others were omitted. We then

grouped the sequences in each set by study of origin and removed any large sets of

sequences that came from the same study.

The large P dataset was further filtered to remove those sequences that, by their

own Genbank annotations, indicated origin from neonates or cordblood. These se-

quences were also filtered to remove any sequences that may be from autoreactive
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patients due to the inclusion of at least one of the following words in the Gen-

bank record: “auto*”, “anti*”, “self-reactive”, “anti-self”, “lupus”, “rheumatoid”,

“sjogren”, “diabetes”, “sclerosis”, “wegener”, “crohn”, “addison”, “scleroderma”,

“grave”, “psoriasis”, “celiac”, “vasculitis”, “colitis”, and “thyroiditis”.

Each sequence in the autoreactive dataset was then manually screened to ensure

that its Genbank record indicated autoreactivity. The A dataset was also filtered to

remove those genes that were specifically anti-DNA, since these genes would bias the

CDR charge measurements. The final set of productive, non-autoreactive genes (P)

contained 6490 sequences; the final set of non-productive genes (NP) contained 325

sequences; the final set of autoreactive genes (A) contained 264 sequences; the final

set of rheumatoid arthritis genes (RA) contained 608 sequences; and the final set of

OL sequences contained 5403 productive sequences (OL-P) and 434 non-productive

sequences. These character designations for the filtered datasets are used throughout

the remainder of this document.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Human Ig Heavy Chain Genes

Having assembled and filtered several large datasets of human heavy chain genes,

and having built a tool to enable the initial analyses, we set out to study the genetic

properties of these genes with a focus on studying biases that may exist in the mech-

anisms that form these genes. We initially focused on analyzing the large set of P

sequences, comparing and contrasting their genetic and molecular characteristics to

those of the NP genes. Since the NP genes have not been subject to selection, this

comparison should help to elucidate selection-induced biases in the repertoire. What

follows are the results of a comprehensive characterization of the nearly 6,500 human

Ig P genes in terms of V, D, and J gene segment usage, n-nucleotide addition, and

CDR3 length, and an analysis of the molecular mechanisms involved in their gene

creation. We include a detailed characterization and comparison of those sequences

to the 325 non-functional NP genes. One of our more striking findings is the exis-

tence of strong pairing preferences among D and J gene segments. We hypothesize

that these results may be due to repeated sequential rearrangement of D and J seg-
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ments and present a statistical model that illustrates the efficacy of this mechanism

for producing the observations. In addition, we have found that the n-nucleotide

tract lengths in both he V-D and D-J junctions are well-fit by a negative binomial

distribution. Differences in tract length distributions between these two junctions

are characterized by specific differences in the parameters of the distribution, which

can be interpreted in terms of mechanisms of n-nucleotide polymerization.

4.1 Results

4.1.1 Preferred Pairing Among Gene Segments

We performed contingency table analyses to investigate whether there is preferred

gene segment pairing between D and J segments in the P genes. We tabulated the

frequency of occurrence of each D-J pair and used a contingency table to compare

these frequencies with those expected under the null hypothesis of independent se-

lection. The extremely low p-value (p < 10−50) for the chi-square analysis indicates

that the D and J segments are not independent. To measure the degree of departure

from independence of each pair, we calculated adjusted residuals, which are approx-

imately independent and distributed as standard normals [21]. So, values greater

than 1.96 or less than -1.96 for particular D-J pairs represent a significant departure

from the expected value at a 95% confidence level and are therefore evidence for a

correlation between that particular D and J segment. We analyzed the P sequences

only since the number of NP sequences was insufficient for this analysis.

Our data show that certain pairs of D-J segments have frequencies significantly

different from what is expected under the null hypothesis (Table 1, Fig. 4.1). For
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P sequences NP sequences

Obs. Rel. freq. Obs. Rel. freq.

D1-1 133 0.020 2 0.006

D2-2 811 0.125 76 0.234

D3-3 498 0.077 26 0.080

D4-4 78 0.012 1 0.003

D5-5 192 0.030 8 0.025

D6-6 141 0.022 5 0.015

D1-7 99 0.015 3 0.009

D2-8 129 0.020 4 0.012

D3-9 246 0.038 6 0.018

D3-10 547 0.084 17 0.052

D5-12 144 0.022 3 0.009

D6-13 295 0.045 22 0.068

D1-14 56 0.009 3 0.009

D2-15 268 0.041 22 0.068

D3-16 313 0.048 17 0.052

D4-17 263 0.041 10 0.031

D6-19 425 0.065 14 0.043

D1-20 10 0.002 0 0.000

D2-21 184 0.028 8 0.025

D3-22 527 0.081 28 0.086

D4-23 94 0.014 4 0.012

D5-24 153 0.024 3 0.009

D6-25 26 0.004 0 0.000

D1-26 364 0.056 13 0.040

D7-27 101 0.016 7 0.022

D0-IR 72 0.011 5 0.015

D1-IR1 94 0.014 6 0.018

D1-OR15 11 0.002 1 0.003

D2-IR2 33 0.005 2 0.006

D2-OF15 88 0.014 6 0.018

D3-OR15 47 0.007 2 0.006

D4-OR15 30 0.005 0 0.000

D5-OR15 18 0.003 1 0.003

6490 325

Table 4.1: Observed counts and relative frequencies of individual D segment usage
in the P and NP datasets.
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Figure 4.1: A heat map showing adjusted residual values for D-J segment pairings
based on contingency table analysis of the P sequence data. Adjusted residuals are
approximately independent and distributed as standard normals. Values greater than
1.96 (white) or less than -1.96 (dark gray) represent a significant departure from the
expected value at a 95% confidence level.

example, based on the marginal frequencies of D2-2 and J6 (13.3% and 25.3%, re-

spectively), we expected a frequency of 3.3% for the D2-2/J6 pair. The observed

frequency, however, was 6.5%, an increase of 94% over what was expected. Our

segment pair observations highlight an interesting pattern of D-J correlations within

the data. Several 5′ D segments showed increased frequency of pairing with the most

3′ J segments (J5 and J6) and decreased frequency of pairing with closer (chromoso-
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mal distance) J segments (J1-J4). Some 3′ D segments, however, showed increased

frequency of pairing with the closest J segments (J1-J4), but a decreased frequency

for the furthest J segments, J5 and J6. These findings led us to the hypothesize that

multiple successive D-J recombinations may occur prior to adjoining a V segment to

the D-J pair. This hypothesis has been put forth before, but little evidence has been

offered for this occurrence in humans [74, 90, 91].

To test our hypothesis, we developed a statistical model and estimated its pa-

rameters using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. We fit our model

to the observed data by estimating probability vectors for D and J segment usage

and a multiple recombination rate (MRR) parameter, ρ. Each component of the

probability vectors gives the relative probability that the corresponding segment will

be chosen during the recombination process at any stage. The MRR is the prob-

ability of a subsequent recombination occurring given that one just occurred and

that segments of the same type remain to produce another recombination. The D

and J parameter vectors are initialized to the marginal frequencies calculated from

the observed D-J pair frequencies, and ρ is initialized to 0.10. The algorithm begins

by first running a set of 600,000 recombination trials using the initialized D and J

vectors. When the trials are complete, the D-J pair frequencies are compared with

the observed frequencies and a chi-square value is established. One of the parameters

in the D or J vectors, or ρ, is then selected at random and altered slightly and a new

set of 600,000 primary recombination trials begins. For each primary recombination,

a D and J segment are initially selected. All intervening segments between those se-

lected are designated as unavailable and the probabilities of the remaining segments
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Figure 4.2: Flow diagram depicting the steps for estimating the multiple recom-
bination parameters in our statistical model. Rho (ρ) is the parameter for mul-
tiple recombination; it represents the probability of a subsequent recombination
occurring given that one just occurred and that segments are available for an-
other recombination. Changes to the parameters are accepted stochastically accord-
ing to the Metropolis-Hastings criterion: with probability 1 if the new chi-square
(χ2

new) value is lower than the previously computed value (χ2
old), or with probability

exp(0.5(χ2
old − χ2

new)) [31].

are recalculated, normalizing them to represent the new restricted set of available

segments. Then, with probability ρ, a subsequent recombination may occur. If this

secondary recombination does occur, the probabilities of the remaining segments are

again normalized. Subsequent recombinations may continue to occur in this manner
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provided that there are segments available to recombine. If at any stage, the algo-

rithm does not choose to make a subsequent rearrangement, the process terminates.

It also terminates when no more segments can be recombined. At the completion

of all 600,000 trials, the D-J pair frequencies of the trials are compared with the

observed values, and a chi-square value is computed. The new parameter values are

accepted stochastically according to the Metropolis-Hastings criterion: with proba-

bility 1 if the new chi-square (χ2
new) value is lower than the old value (χ2

old), or with

probability exp(0.5(χ2
old − χ2

new)) [31]. Otherwise, the algorithm reverts back to the

previous set of parameters. This enables the algorithm to occasionally accept non-

improving moves and thereby avoid being trapped in local minima. The algorithm

then repeats, altering another parameter and performing a new set of trials (Fig.

4.2). The output of the algorithm represents a sample from the Bayesian posterior

density on the parameters.

We ran the algorithm for 300,000 iterations in which each iteration included

600,000 recombination trials were performed. We found the best fit of our data to

the model at ρ = 0.198. At this multiple recombination rate, the model produced

a chi-square value of 503. This is very statistically different from 635 (p < 10−30;

chi-square test with 1 degree of freedom), the chi-square value observed when ρ = 0.

4.1.2 CDR3 Statistics

Our data show statistically significant differences in the length of CDR3 between

the P and NP sequences (p < 10−10). The P sequences have a shorter mean CDR3

length of 15.49 amino acids while the NP sequences have a mean length of 18.00
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Figure 4.3: Plots of the observed n-nucleotide data for both the P and NP genes in
both the VD and DJ junctions fit to a zero-inflated negative binomial distribution.

amino acids. In the V-D junction, an average of 7.86 and 9.78 n-nucleotides were

added to the P and NP sequences, respectively: a statistically significant difference

(p < 0.001). For the D-J junction, the data show statistically different averages of

7.04 and 8.26 n-nucleotides for the P and NP sequences, respectively (p < 0.01).

Plots of the observed n-nucleotide frequencies resembled plots of a zero-inflated

negative binomial distribution. The negative binomial distribution is a discrete prob-

ability distribution for the number of independent Bernoulli trials required to achieve

a fixed number, r, of successes. For both P and NP data of n-nucleotide additions in
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Junction r p Mean n addition

P V-D 2.24 0.21 7.86
D-J 1.76 0.19 7.04

NP V-D 1.85 0.15 9.78

D-J 1.48 0.15 8.26

Table 4.2: Negative binomial parameters r and p produced from fits of the observed
n-nucleotide data from the V-D and D-J junctions for both the P and NP gene sets.
In our model, we interpret r to mean the number of detachments TdT experiences
from the DNA.
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Figure 4.4: We fit our observed n-nucleotide addition data to the negative binomial
distribution, and calculated both the maximum likelihood estimators plotted at (r,p)
and the corresponding confidence regions.

both the V-D and D-J junctions, we fit our data to the negative binomial distribution

and calculated the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the parameters r and

p, where p is the probability of getting a success in any given trial. (Table 2, Fig.

4.3). We then calculated 95% confidence regions (Fig. 4.4). We found that for the

P sequences, r < 2 for the D-J junction but r > 2 for the V-D junction.
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NP gene sets. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

4.1.3 Gene Segment Usage Frequencies

The ability to detect biases statistically is made easier when the number of total

categories is small. The J locus has fewer gene segments than either of the other

heavy chain loci, and thus provides the best opportunity for the discovery of such bias

in gene segment usage. Indeed, we find very strong departure from uniform segment

usage in both P and NP sets (p < 10−12) which both show a strong preference for J4

and J6 and substantially reduced frequency of J1 and J2 (Fig. 4.5). There are also

differences in relative frequencies of J segment usage between P and NP genes (p =

0.03), with J4 under-represented by 18% among NP genes relative to P, and J5 and

J6, over-represented by 27% and 21% in NP compared to P, respectively.
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D segments, which outnumber J segments by more than a factor of four, are

organized into seven families based on sequence homology. At a family level, we

compared usage of segments of both the P and NP sets to the genomic complexity of

each family, which is the number of segments assigned to each family within the locus,

and found a significant departure from these proportions as well (p < 10−12) (Fig.

4.6). Again, we observe statistically significant differences in relative frequencies

of usage between the P and NP sequences at both the family and individual gene

segment levels (p < 10−5). Family D2 is over represented among NP genes by 55%

relative to the P sequences, but families D4 and D5 are under represented by 29%

and 41%, respectively, relative to the P sequences (Fig. 4.6). Individually, we again
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find a strong departure from uniform segment usage in both the P and NP sets (p

< 10−12). The most notable disparity is with segment D2-2, which is significantly

over represented in the NP genes by 82% relative to the P genes. There was not

a statistically significant difference in the number of inverted D segments observed

between the P and NP genes.

Like the D segments, V segments are also classified into seven families based on

sequence homology. The frequencies of V gene segment usage by family in the P and

NP gene sets, compared to the genomic complexity of the V locus, are shown in fig-

ure 4.7. Though the observed frequencies produce a very significant rejection of the

hypothesis that the usage of V segments in the P and NP gene sets are exactly pro-

portional to the number of genes in each family (p < 10−10), the P genes more closely
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resemble the genomic complexity of the V locus than do the NP genes. Relative to

the P genes, the NP genes differ significantly (p < 10−10), with usage frequencies

44% and 17% below what is expected for families V1 and V3, respectively, but 67%

greater than what is expected for family V4. Concerning individual segments, both

P and NP genes used segments V3-23 and V4-34 most frequently, though V3-23 was

the top segment in the P genes, but second to V4-34 in the NP genes.

4.2 Discussion

We provide here the most precise estimates of gene segment usage frequency currently

available. The quantity of data that we assembled and analyzed has enabled us to

estimate V, D, and J segment usage frequencies with tight confidence intervals. These

data potentially give insight into the structural basis for differential segment usage

in terms of either raw expression or somatic selection, though such elucidations are

left for further research.

In addition, comparison of our results with previously published usage frequencies

provides validation of our data collection methods and confidence that our P sequence

dataset is representative of natural diversity as intended. In particular, an extensive

study of Ig CDR3 diversity based on de novo sampling of Ig using a primer for a single

VH gene shows D segment usage results remarkably similar to our own, based on a

Spearman rank correlation score of 0.93 [64]. This in spite of the fact that D segments

are notoriously challenging to identify within Ig genes due to recombination site

choice, flanking 5’ and 3’ n-nucleotide addition [18], and somatic mutation [54, 98, 67].

With J segments, furthermore, our data are consistent with published findings that
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indicate that segment J4 is used most frequently, followed in descending order by

segments J6, J5, J3, J1, and J2 [7, 103, 100] (Fig. 4.5).

For V segments, our data again provide statistical evidence in support of pub-

lished findings. With individual segments, our data support previous results showing

that segment V3-23 is the most frequently used [7] in productive rearrangements, and

that gene V4-34, which we found to be used second most frequently, has high usage

within adult peripheral lymphocytes [100]. Like the J segments, individual segment

usage can vary, but in spite of that, segment usage at the family level approximates

expected usage based on literature. Our data support findings that show that seg-

ments in family V3 are used most frequently, followed in descending order by V4, V1,

V5, V2, V6, and lastly V7 [7, 6]. We have also shown consistency with findings that,

with some variation, the distribution of V gene usage by family shows similarity to

germline complexity of the known segments [7] (Fig. 4.7). Our data showed this to

be especially true for families V1, V3, and V4.

The NP sequences showed an enhancement of segment usage from family V4 at

the expense of segments from family V1, due primarily to a 67% increase in usage

of segment V4-34 from what was expected. Segment V4-34 has been reported to be

over-represented in the adult human repertoire [41], and has also been implicated

in generating autoreactive B-cells in SLE patients and against cold agglutinins [68,

95, 4]. Since the NP sequences are not subject to selection, those sequences coding

for autoreactive receptors would not be deleted from the repertoire. Also, V4-34

has been shown previously to be limited by selection in the expressed human Ig

repertoire due to lowered usage of this segment between IgM and IgG populations
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[42]. Thus, V4-34 is likely not enhanced in autoimmune disorders, but instead is

selectively limited in the P sequences.

Having validated our data collection methods, we focused on analyzing the genetic

mechanisms involved in V(D)J recombination. One such mechanism is n-nucleotide

addition by TdT. The zero-inflated negative binomial model fits these data well

enough for us to seek an interpretation of its three parameters. We develop this

interpretation in terms of two states: TdT attached to one of the unjoined DNA

ends, or unattached. The probability that TdT never attaches is the first parameter,

the zero-inflation factor. When attached, TdT either adds another nucleotide or

becomes detached, with probabilities p and 1 − p, respectively. In this context, the

final parameter, r, has a natural interpretation as the number of times TdT detaches

before the joint is closed.

We found that for the P sequences, r < 2 for the D-J junction but r > 2 for the

V-D junction (Table 2). This pattern is consistent with a greater TdT concentration

during the V-D joining process relative to that during the D-J process.

Studies of TdT expression during B-cell ontogeny show high levels TdT mRNA

during the pro-B and late pro-B stages of development – the stages in which the

D-to-J and the V-to-DJ rearrangements occur, respectively [47, 101]. Specifically,

it has been shown that TdT expression is upregulated as the B-cell moves from

the pre-pro-B stage, undergoing D-to-J recombination, and that expression peaks

as the V-to-DJ rearrangement occurs in the late pro-B stage [101]. TdT expression

then quickly declines as the cell progresses into the pre-B stage. This observation

is consistent with our result, that there are more detachments (and hence more
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attachments) before end-joining in the V-D junction relative to the D-J junction

(Table 2).

We also investigated the mechanisms involved in gene segment recombination.

Our findings regarding D-J segment correlations raise an interesting hypothesis that

multiple successive D-J rearrangements may occur prior to recombination with a V

segment. Previously, Reth et.al. tested the possibility of this hypothesis in murine

300-19 cells cultured in vitro by assaying for the presence of a designated D-J insert

and found that such multiple successive recombinations can and do occur [74]. Other

studies analyzing nonproductive human Ig rearrangements have hypothesized, based

on their observations, that multiple successive D-J rearrangements at the human

heavy locus are likely [90, 91]. We here provide evidence for this hypothesis for

human Ig. This rearrangement mechanism differs from that observed in receptor

editing in the heavy chain via VH replacement [39] or at the light chain loci by

secondary de novo rearrangements [23, 71]. Our analysis suggests that multiple D-J

rearrangements may occur up to 15% of the time prior to the V-to-DJ rearrangement,

with each successive D-J recombination replacing the previous one via excision.

The processes involved in D-J recombination are complex and likely require more

parameters to better model the system. Still, the results of our modeling, with

such extreme differences in p-value and chi-square values, are sufficient to support

our hypothesis for the observed patterns in our P sequences. These data provide

the first statistically supported observations of multiple successive recombinations

in productive human Ig sequences. Considering V-D pairings, we did not perform a

similar contingency table analysis since the greater number of possible pairs dramat-
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icallyreduces the statistical power. For the NP sequences, the relatively low number

of sequences in this set did not allow for this analysis.

These analyses prompted us to speculate about the observed J segment frequen-

cies. Our multiple recombination model can help explain the lower usage frequency

of segments J1 and J2, but prompts one to question why V5 is not used as fre-

quently as V6, yet instead has a similar frequency to V3. Of the remaining four

segments, J4 and J6 are used most frequently, followed by J5 and J3. It is possible

that there are structural reasons for these observations concerning DNA access and

histone acetylation. We propose, however, that the observed trends may instead be

due to selection for tyrosine residues. Analyses of the 5′ portion of the functional

J segments, up to the invariant tryptophan residue, show that both J3 and J5 lack

tyrosine residues, while J4 has two and J6 has five. Tyrosine has biochemical and

structural properties that make it beneficial in protein binding interfaces, such as

CDR [56]. Also, studies of amino acid profiles in human Ig have shown that tyrosine

is one of the most abundant residues found in CDR, and specifically within CDR3, it

locates most often at the C-terminus end of the CDR3 loop [56, 105]. Any residues

contributed to CDR3 by J segments would be found at the C-terminus end of CDR3.

The desirability of tyrosine residues and their frequent location at the 3′ end of CDR3

suggests biased selection toward proteins comprised of J segments that contribute

such residues, namely J4 and J6.

With regard to CDR3 length, we found that the P sequences had a statistically

shorter mean compared with the NP sequences. The higher mean CDR3 observed

in the NP sequences may be due to a lack of selection. It has been previously shown
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that negative selection occurs in the bone marrow against B-cells presenting Ig with

long CDR3 [84]. This may be because Ig with long CDR3 have been correlated

with polyreactive specificity, including specificity for self peptide [15]. Since the

NP sequences are not subject to selection in the bone marrow, these data provide

evidence that negative selection restricts CDR3 length in the human Ig repertoire.

4.3 Conclusions

We applied a statistical approach to the study of the mechanisms involved in Ig gene

formation by utilizing the wealth of publicly available data. Amassing sequence data

from Genbank may be precarious. Yet, our observations of gene segment frequencies

aligned well with previous reports, validating our approach and allowing us to provide

novel statistical evidence for interesting mechanisms that shape the human Ig heavy

chain repertoire.

We provide here the most precise estimates of human heavy chain gene usage

frequency currently available. Additionally, we provide here the first statistical ev-

idence in humans for sequential D to J recombination at the human heavy chain

locus.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of Autoreactive Ig Heavy Chains

Beliefs that Ig with long CDR3 are autoreactive have become common in immunolog-

ical circles even though such assertions are the product of unsupported conclusions

drawn from reasoning about experimental results. Experiments using oligonucleotide

site-directed mutagenesis and CDR3 replacement show that heavy chain CDR3 pro-

vides the essential structural correlates necessary for polyreactive Ig [35, 52]. Further

studies showed a correlation between Ig with long CDR3 and polyreactive specificity,

including specificity for self peptide [15]. Additionally, Shiokawa, et.al. showed evi-

dence for selection against Ig with longer CDR3, as the cells displaying such molecules

are frequently deleted from the immature bone marrow B-cell population [84].

Since Ig molecules with long CDR3 have been associated with polyreactivity,

and cells containing Ig with long CDR3 are negatively selected against in the bone

marrow, then Ig molecules with long CDR3 must be autoreactive and are negatively

selected against. The aforementioned studies tempt one to arrive at this conclusion,

but such a conclusion is not directly supported by the literature. Some literature, in
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fact, indicates that autoantibodies are commonly present in healthy human serum

[45] and that in murine models, positive selection for some autoreactive antibodies

has been observed [32]. Still, the belief that Ig with long CDR3 are autoreactive

has become popular in immunology partly since a structural argument can be made.

When an Ig protein folds, CDR3 becomes a loop, which is conformationally diverse.

Long CDR3 make for larger loops that may be more likely to accept different confor-

mations, thereby increasing the likelihood for polyreactivity and autoreactivity. It

is possible, however, and not refuted by the literature, that Ig with long CDR3 are

not autoreactive, or that autoreactive Ig have a short or average CDR3 length.

To further examine the role of CDR3 in autoreactive specificity and to explore

possible genetic biases between autoreactive and non-autoreactive Ig genes, we per-

formed a comprehensive and comparative study of over 7,300 Ig. We assembled four

sets of human heavy chain genes for comparison: a set of productive, non-autoreactive

genes; a heterogeneous set of autoreactive genes; a set of autoreactive genes from a

specific autoimmune disease, rheumatoid arthritis; and a set of non-productively re-

arranged genes. We performed a detailed analysis of each gene set in terms of gene

segment composition, CDR3 length, n-nucleotide addition, and mutation frequency,

and employed statistical methods to detect biases that may exist between these sets.

We find differential biases in gene segment usage and n-nucleotide tract length, but

not in CDR3 length between autoreactive and non-autoreactive productive genes.

We did, however, find an increase in the proportion of n-nucleotides in CDR3 from

autoreactive genes, suggesting that germline D and J segments are selected for lack

of autoreactivity. Our data further suggest that diversification via n-nucleotide addi-
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tion comes at a cost: as the n-nucleotide proportion increases, so does the probability

of autoreactivity.

5.1 Results

5.1.1 Complementarity Determining Region 3

We observed significant differences for the mean n-nucleotide tract lengths in both

the V-D and D-J junctions between the four gene sets (Fig. 5.1). In particular, the

A, RA, and NP sequences differed significantly from the P sequences, with relative

increases of 14%, 9%, and 24%, respectively, in the V-D junction and relative in-

creases of 26%, 21%, and 17%, respectively, in the D-J junction. In neither junction

did we observe differences between the A, RA, and NP sequences sets.

For CDR3 length, we observed means of 15.49aa, 15.58aa, and 15.35aa for the P,

A, and RA genes, respectively (Fig. 5.1). The slight differences among these means

are not statistically significant. We did, however, observe a statistically significant

enhancement of CDR3 length in the NP genes compared to each of the productive

gene sets. Plotting the cumulative distribution functions for the CDR3 data for each

gene set shows that the CDR3 lengths of the P, A, and RA genes are distributed

similarly, while the distribution of lengths for NP gene CDR3 lengths differs (Fig.

5.2).

We further computed the ratio of n-nucleotides to germline-encoded (D segment)

nucleotides in each of the three productive gene sets. Figure 5.3 provides the mean

ratios and shows that there is a statistically significant difference in the mean ratio

between the A and RA genes relative to the P genes, but no such difference between
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served in CDR3 of the four gene sets.

the A and RA genes themselves.

5.1.2 Somatic Mutations

We observed significantly higher mutation frequencies of 4.7% and 4.9% for the A and

RA genes, respectively, compared to the P genes (p− values < 10−10). These values

represent a 46% and 47% relative increase over the observed mutation frequency
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for the P genes of 3.2%. Despite higher mutation frequencies, we did not observe a

significant difference in the number non-synonymous mutations observed in the three

gene sets (Fig. 5.3).

5.1.3 Gene Segment Usage

For the J segments, both the A and NP gene sets showed significant differences

compared to every other gene set, as did the RA and P gene sets, except when

compared to each other (Figs. 5.1, 5.4). Out of all possible combinations between the

four gene sets, only the RA genes compared with the P genes showed no statistically

significant difference in J segment usage.

The V and D segments outnumber J segments by factors of eight and four, respec-

tively and are divided into seven families each based on sequence homology. Looking

at the frequency of V segment usage by family, we observe statistically significant
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differences for each gene set compared to every other gene set (Fig. 5.1). For both

the A and the RA genes, the most notable observation was the relative increase of

50% and 130%, respectively, of segments from family VH1 relative to the P genes,

but a 26% and 67% decrease, respectively, in the relative use of segments from fam-

ily VH4 (Fig. 5.5). The RA genes also showed dramatic enhancements in usage of

segments from family VH5 by 102% relative to the P genes (Fig. 5.5). For the NP

genes, we observed the opposite trend in family VH4, with 67%, 115%, and 34%

relative increases of segment usage relative to the P, A, and RA genes, respectively.

Among the productive gene sets, we did not observe statistically significant dif-

ferences in D segment usage by family (Fig. 5.1). The NP genes, however, did differ

significantly from each of the three productive gene sets. We also observed significant
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enhancements of 33% and 136% in the number of inverted D-segments used in the

A and RA genes, respectively, relative to the P genes (p < 0.02).

5.2 Discussion

We set out to investigate subtle genetic biases that exist between non-autoreactive

and autoreactive genes by looking at gene segment usage, CDR3 n-nucleotide com-

position, and CDR3 length. Our data show that for CDR3 length, no such bias exists

and therefore, notions regarding a long CDR3 as evidence for autoreactivity of Ig

genes [15, 40, 1] are not substantiated. Our data are consistent with previous studies

showing negative selection against Ig with longer CDR3, since the mean observed

CDR3 length of the NP genes is significantly longer than that of the productive
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genes. The means of the P, A, and RA genes, however, are nearly identical and have

nearly overlapping cumulative distribution functions. Thus, CDR3 length alone is

not a good predictor of autoreactivity.

We also did not observe statistically significant differences in D segment usage

between the P, A, and RA genes. Evolution, via selection, presumably has shaped

the human heavy D and J segment repertoire to eliminate segments that may confer

or promote autoreactivity. Our data suggest that the D and J segment repertoire

has indeed been selected for enhanced CDR3 diversity and against autoreactivity.

We did observe, however, significant differences in n-nucleotide tract lengths in

both segment junctions of the A and RA genes, relative to the P genes, despite

the lack of statistically significant differences in length. These data indicate that a

relationship between the number of germline-encoded nucleotides and n-nucleotides

within CDR3 plays a role in autoreactivity. Given a particular CDR3 length, the

possibility of autoreactivity increases with an increase in the ratio of n-nucleotides

to germline-encoded nucleotides. Due to recombination site choice, exonucleolytic

activity during segment ligation, or even D-segment inversion, the A and RA genes

contain fewer D and J segment nucleotides, and therefore contain more randomness

compared to the P genes. This shift in nucleotide origin comes at a cost and may pro-

mote the development of autoreactivity. Studies with TdT deficient mice crossbred

with autoimmune-prone mice provide evidence for our hypothesis. These crossbred

mice, which make B- and T-cells with nearly no n-nucleotides, showed lower inci-

dence of autoimmune disease and longer life spans compared to non-TdT deficient,

autoimmune-prone controls [24, 77]. These studies underscore the importance of a
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lower n-nucleotide to germline-encoded nucleotide ratio in autoimmunity.

These data also support published hypotheses that development of autoreactivity

may occur in the periphery or secondary lymphoid organs. Studies have shown

that autoreactive Ig can arise during somatic hypermutation [86, 85, 102, 19, 8, 73].

During this process, B-cells presenting Ig, which as a result of the mutations have

lost affinity for the presented antigen, are deleted, while those that acquire greater

affinity are positively selected. Occasionally, some of the surviving cells with affinity

for self antigen are not selected against, due to molecular mimicry of the antigenic

epitope to self-antigen (reviewed in [76]). Our data show that even though the

proportion of non-synonymous to synonymous mutations is statistically equivalent,

the mutation frequencies in the A and RA genes are significantly higher. These

higher mutation frequencies within genes containing less germline-encoded and more

randomly added nucleotides may simultaneously generate greater antigen specificity

as well as autoreactivity.

Regarding the V gene segments, we observed an enhancement of VH1 family

segment usage in the A genes that appears to be at the expense of segments from

family VH4, since these segments showed attenuation relative to the same segments

in the P genes. The RA genes reflect these same segment families biases relative to

the P genes, but to an even greater degree. This is striking given that family VH4

is typically second highest in usage frequency and has been well reported to provide

some of the most frequently used segments in adult human lymphocytes, particularly

V4-34 [7, 6, 41]. The data here imply specific selection within the A genes against

segments in family VH4, but for segments in family VH1.
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Reviewing the methods and primer sequences involved in the creation of the RA

dataset shows no bias in the way that samples were collected [57, 22]. Thus, the

dataset seems representative of Ig genes from the synovial fluid of RA patients. We

can therefore assume that the effects we observe are not artifactual.

The enhancement of segments from family VH1 in the A and RA genes may

be due to the framework region of these gene segments. Studies of autoimmune

anti-erythrocyte human protein antibodies and non-autoimmune anti-staphylococcal

antibodies show that framework region 1 may play a critical role in effective binding

to antigen [47, 70]. The VH1 and VH5 family genes are unique in their incorporation

of a KK protein motif in framework 1, which would make for a positively charged

hotspot in the folded protein. Such pairings of positively charged residues do not

exist in the other V segments. We did also observe an enhancement of VH5 segment

usage in the RA genes. Thus, it may be possible that part of the framework region

1 of the VH1 family genes promotes binding to self-antigens.

5.3 Conclusions

We have shown subtle biases between autoreactive and non-autoreactive Ig genes

at the genetic level. By compiling a broad panel of autoreactive genes, and then

a more specific set of genes from a particular autoimmune disease, we have been

able to detect such biases through comparison to a large sample of diverse non-

autoreactive genes. We provide substantial statistic evidence that in autoreactive

genes, VH1 family gene segments are enhanced while VH4 family gene segments

are attenuated. We have also shown that CDR3 length in itself is not indicative of
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autoreactivity. Instead, the composition of CDR3, viewed as a ratio of randomly

inserted to germline-encoded nucleotides, affects the probability of autoreactivity.
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Chapter 6

Mutational Biases in Ig Heavy Chains

Somatic hypermutation (SHM), described in chapter 1, is an important process for

increasing the diversity of the Ig repertoire. B-cells bearing surface Ig reactive with

microbial antigens are activated; some enter the germinal centers, where their Ig

genes experience point mutations at a rate of about one nucleotide substitution

per division. They are subsequently selected for enhanced affinity for the eliciting

antigen.

Biological processes like SHM require at least two main components: a molecular

mechanism and a substrate. Presumably, the efficiency of such a process relies on

how co-evolved the mechanism is with its substrate. It has been shown that the

mechanism centers on Activation-Induced Cytidine Deaminase (AID; [59, 58, 75, 69]),

but involves many other components of the DNA synthesis and repair pathways

[62, 17]. The substrate is the Ig gene which is directly but controllably mutated due

in part to inherent DNA binding motif preferences of AID. Even before the molecular

mechanism became known, the DNA motif for AID was determined statistically to
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be RGYW [78].

Since the purpose of SHM is to increase the receptor affinity of the responding

cells for the eliciting antigen, the strategy of adaptive immunity seems to be to

match the random antigenic variability of microbes with the random generation

of receptor specificities. There is a crucial difference between the two strategies,

however. Whereas the microbes diversify to escape, the immune system diversifies to

pursue. Pathogens benefit from any mutation that disrupt host recognition, but the

host benefits only from the substantially smaller class of mutations that specifically

improve antigen receptor affinity. Biases that influence mutation process are desirable

and advantageous for the host in that they provide efficient evolution of Ig and

produce less waste. In theory then, the affinity maturation process benefits when

genomic evolution shapes the Ig locus to promote AID action, through inclusion of

its mutator hotspots, in ways that enhance the evolvability of the gene at the cellular

level. Thus, we are interested in evolution in two contexts: pre-selection genomic

evolution as it shapes the human Ig locus to contain pre-selection biases, and the

rapid microevolution under selection of the Ig gene at the cellular level during the

SHM process.

We and others have shown that codons predicted to be susceptible to SHM were

observed more frequently in the complementarity determining regions (CDR) than in

the framework regions (FR) in both humans and mice [97, 38, 65]. Subsequent studies

of non-productively rearranged human genes confirmed this prediction directly, find-

ing an excess of mutations in CDR compared to FR [13]. Such observations suggest

a pre-selection mutation-rate bias inherent within the germline gene segments. They
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also support our hypothesis of efficient evolvability during affinity maturation since

nonsynonymous mutations within the FR regions are not only likely to be unhelpful,

but also deleterious. It is possible then, due to the nature of the SHM mechanism

and its sensitivity to the local DNA sequence, that this process is finely tuned to

promote mutation rate biases through differential enhancement of synonymous and

nonsynonymous mutations between FR and CDR. Such enhancements were consid-

ered by Shapiro et al [83] who predicted that mutations would favor the third codon

positions in FR and second codon positions in CDR of human Vκ genes. Still, some

mutations introduced during SHM will inevitably render the target gene’s expressed

protein structurally unstable. Such molecules are removed by selection, but their

production imposes a kind of opportunity cost on the system: it would be best

to not produce them at all. Thus, SHM efficiency improves when the set of likely

mutations is limited to those that render the post-selection repertoire as similar to

the pre-selection repertoire while improving antigenic affinity, thereby reducing the

probability of introducing structurally deleterious mutations.

Our purpose here is to explore this hypothesis by looking at how finely adapted

the germline is for efficient evolvability under SHM through analyses of synonymous

and nonsynonymous mutations in the CDR and FR of Ig. To do so, we established

a model using the large set of Ohm-Laursen genes, which contain cumulatively over

5,000 productive (OL-P) and non-productive (OL-NP) Ig genes that all use the same

VH gene (VH3-23) (see section 3.1). We then applied our model to the productive

(GB-P) and non-productive (GB-P) genes Ig gathered from Genbank and used for the

analyses discussed in chapters four and five. We find and present here observations
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showing that the germline is exquisitely tuned to promote efficient evolution of Ig

under SHM such that the post-selection repertoire closely resembles the pre-selection

repertoire with respect to mutational biases. We also find no evidence for what has

been referred to as positive selection on the basis of relative NS mutation rates in

the CDR.

6.1 Mutation Analysis

The Genbank-derived sequences used for this analysis, though gathered in the same

way as described in chapter three, were slightly less filtered than the sets used for the

analyses in chapters four and five. Specifically, the need to check Genbank records

and remove sequences containing a keyword that may indicate autoreactivity was

not necessary for this analysis. Consequently, the GB-P and GB-NP datasets used

here are slightly larger, containing 7176 and 339 genes, respectively.

All sequences were analyzed to identify mutations from the inferred original re-

arrangement using our own software. Only positions in VH 5′ of and including the

3′ invariant cysteine were examined. Each mutation was classified as either syn-

onymous (S) or nonsynonymous (NS). We computed the pre-selection proportion of

synonymous to nonsynonymous mutations expected in the absence of mutator se-

quence specificity for the CDR and FR from the codon usage in the gene segments

assuming that one-half of all mutations are transitions [50]. Our results are not,

however, sensitive to this parameter value.

To further our analysis and test our hypothesis, we defined a conditional excess

mutation rate, εij(X), as the amount of observed mutation over the expected value,
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such that:

εij(X) = log2(µij(X)) (6.1)

and

µij(X) =

(

mij

nij

)

(

m
�j

n
�j

)

where i is the region (FR/CDR), j is the type of mutation (S/NS), m is the

observed number of mutations, n is the computed number of potential mutations,

and X is the dataset, either P or NP. This gives four possible conditional excess

mutation rate computations per data set: FR/S, FR/NS, CDR/S, and CDR/NS.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Establishing the Model

We started with the gene sequences from the Ohm-Laursen (OL) data set, as these

sequences all use the same VH gene segment (see 3.1). Analyzing a set of genes that

all use the same VH segment will help to establish a model that may apply to the

entire VH gene repertoire, represented in the Genbank dataset. Considering both the

P and NP sequences, CDR positions account for about 16.7% of the total nucleotides

analyzed, with an average of 16.0 codons assigned to CDR and 79.8 codons assigned

to FR (Table 6.1). The overall mutation frequency observed in the OL-P genes of

3.26% is approximately 28% greater than the observed mutation frequency of 2.54%

in the OL-NP genes. The relative mutation rates in the FR and CDR of the OL-P

genes were 2.45% and 7.30%, respectively.
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Sequences FR nucs CDR nucs

P 5403 1294954 259699
OL NP 434 102313 20381

Total 5837 1397267 280080

P 7176 1523848 320283
GB NP 339 69867 17622

Total 7515 1593715 337905

Table 6.1: Number of sequences per dataset and the absolute number of nucleotides
analyzed in the FR and CDR of those sequence sets.

In the absence of sequence specificity, we computed the expected proportion of

S mutations in the FR and CDR to be 26% and 25%, respectively. However, we

observed statistically significant increases in the proportion of S mutations over these

expectations in the FR of 48% and 8% for the OL-P and OL-NP, respectively (p −

values < 0.02). For the CDR, we observed decreases of 3.50% and 7.67% from the

expected proportion of S mutations in the OL-P and OL-NP sequences, respectively,

though only the decrease in the OL-P sequences was statistically significant (p <

0.01). We then computed the conditional excess mutation rates for both the OL-P

and OL-NP sets, and plotted them together as shown in figure 6.1A. The plot shows

a plausibly linear relationship between the OL-P and OL-NP sequences regarding

observed conditional excess S and NS mutations rates.

6.2.2 Applying the Model

Having established a model by which we can test our hypothesis, we applied our

model to the over 7,000 sequences collected from Genbank (GB). Again, we analyzed

both productively (GB-P) and nonproductively (GB-NP) rearranged sequences sep-

arately. Considering both the GB-P and GB-NP sequences, CDR positions account
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Figure 6.1: Plots of the conditional excess mutation rates for the OL (A) and GB
(B) datasets. The conditional excess mutation rates gives a measure of how much
over or under the observed relative mutation rate is comared to what is expected.

for about 17.5% of the total nucleotides analyzed, with an average of 15.0 codons

assigned to CDR and 70.7 assigned to Furs (Table 6.1). The overall mutation fre-
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FR CDR

OL-P S 12258 4575
NS 19505 14390

OL-NP S 606 224

NS 1542 749

GB-P S 19888 5755
NS 31397 18116

GB-NP S 535 148

NS 1120 507

Table 6.2: Number of sequences per dataset and the absolute number of nucleotides
analyzed in the FR and CDR of those sequence sets.

quency in the GB-P genes of 4.08% is approximately 54.2% greater than the observed

mutation frequency of 1.58% in the GB-NP genes. The relative mutation rates for

the Furs and CDR in the GB-P sequences were 3.36% and 7.45%, respectively.

We computed the expected proportion of S mutations in the FR and CDR to be

25% and 24%, respectively, in the absence of sequence specificity. We observed,

however, very statistically significant increases in the proportion of S mutations

within the FR of 55.3% and 28.8% for the GB-P and GB-NP sequences, respec-

tively (p − values < 10−10). Observed decreases of S mutations in the CDR of both

the GB-P and GB-NP sequences were not statistically significant. We again com-

puted the conditional excess mutation rates for both gene sets, plotted them together

as shown in figure 6.1B, and observed a linear relationship between the GB-P and

GB-NP sequences.

6.2.3 Mutator Target Motifs Are Positionally Biased

We tested the human VH germline repertoire for inclusion and positioning of the

known AID mutator motif, RGYW. AID mutates the second nucleotide, G, in the
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Figure 6.2: This chart shows the relative frequency of the G nucleotide within the
AID hotspot motif (RGYW) occurring at the first, second, and third positions of
codons within the FR and CDR of the human VH gene segments.

motifs it finds in DNA. Thus, we scanned each gene segment, recording counts of the

nucleotide position within a codon where the G nucleotide is in the identified motifs

(Fig. 6.2). Of the motifs occurring in the FR, there is no statistically significant

difference in placement of the G nucleotide within the FR codons. Within the CDR,

however, there is a statistically significant enhancement of the G nucleotide within

identified motifs occurring at the second nucleotide position in the CDR codons (p <

10−10). Relative to the FR regions, the observed frequency of the motifs presence in

the CDR represents a statistically significant enhancement of 84% (p < 10−10).
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6.3 Discussion

We set out to test the hypothesis that the SHM process has evolved to encourage

such efficient mutation that the post-selection repertoire resembles the pre-selection

repertoire with respect to mutational biases. We analyzed the genetic composition

of both pre- and post-selection Ig genes, and made comparisons between S and NS

regional mutation rates within these genes. The use of the OL sequence sets, in

which all genes used the same VH gene, was essential in establishing our model. The

observations made in the OL genes with VH gene should be applicable to all VH

gene segments if our hypothesis holds. Thus, we then applied our model to the more

diverse set of GB genes and found that the patterns observed in the OL dataset were

even stronger, providing evidence in support of our hypothesis.

Based on just the RGYW motif alone, we show that mutations are much more

likely in the CDR, which supports previous studies showing greater mutation rates

in the CDR relative to the FR [13, 82]. Under our hypothesis, we expect to observe

such trends not only in the P genes, but particularly in the NP genes as well. Our

observations of differential mutations rates in the NP genes are evidence for pre-

selection bias in the germline. Full support for our hypothesis, however, would be

observations of a linear relationship between conditional excess S and NS mutation

rates of the P and NP sequences, such that εij(P ) = cεij(NP ). Such a relationship

implies that the pre-selection biases are exploited in the post-selection repertoire

such that mutations in the post-selection repertoire are from the set established by

the pre-selection biases. Indeed, such a linear relationship, within the bounds of the

confidence intervals, was observed for both the GB and OL datasets (Fig. 6.1).
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Under the null hypothesis, we expect that the relative rates of S mutations in

the absence of sequence selection would be about 25-26% in both the CDR and FR

of both the OL and GB sequences. Much work, however, has shown that sequence

specificity for AID does exist and is important for SHM [38, 83, 82]. Thus it was

not surprising that our data support these studies and our hypothesis. What was

striking, however, was the extent of the positioning of the RGYW hotspot motifs in

the germline VH gene segments which provide much of the pre-selection NS mutation

rate bias in the NP sequences. Previous authors have predicted the second nucleotide

position of CDR codons in human Vκ to be highly mutable and we provide here direct

evidence for this prediction in human VH gene segments through the observations

of NS mutations in the CDR and observed enhancements of S mutations in the FR

over what is expected.

We have also observed a lack of evidence for what has been referred to as “positive

selection”, indicated by an excess of NS mutations in the CDR. In fact, we did not find

a statistically significant difference in the observed proportions of S and NS mutations

in the CDR of the GB genes. The diagnosis of antigenic selection in Ig has been an

area of great interest in the past; several statistical methods have been developed for

the purpose [50]. These techniques are based on comparisons of mutation frequencies

among FR and CDR, and/or S and NS positions and make assumptions about the

equality of mutation rates among these sites under the null hypothesis. One of the

implications of our findings here is that these methods are inherently unreliable. The

null hypotheses do not hold even in the absence of selection.

Finally, we address the possibility that the results obtained here result from the
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contamination of the NP sequence set. There is concern regarding the possibility of

contamination of the NP sequences with sequences that were originally rearranged

in frame, experienced mutation with selection, and suffered insertion or deletion

mutations in CDR3 that rendered them out-of-frame afterward, thus giving them

the appearance of NP sequences, but having experienced selection nevertheless. We

regard this scenario as unlikely, for the following reasons. First, insertions and dele-

tions are relatively infrequent events, occurring at a rate of about 1 per 100 point

mutations [88]. Second, we have filtered out all sequences that are inferred to have

had insertions or deletions in VH, DH, or JH in CDR3. We cannot rule out the possi-

bility that any given sequence has suffered a frame-shift mutation in an n-nucleotide

tract, since that event would be undetectable. We do, however, argue that these

events should be sufficiently rare that they are unlikely to be the cause of the effects

we observe. Furthermore, the NP genes have a lower average mutation frequency

than the P genes in both datasets.

6.4 Conclusion

Taken together, our observations support our hypothesis that the germline has

evolved to promote efficient evolvability under SHM such that the post-selection

repertoire resembles the pre-selection repertoire. We provide evidence to suggest that

evolution has shaped the heavy chain VH gene segment repertoire such that muta-

tions incurred during SHM are of the smaller set of possible mutations that promote

efficient evolvability and thus their general impact is positive and not deleterious.

We also have shown a lack of evidence for positive selection, which is characterized
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by an excess of NS in the CDR. Our data show that the rates of S and NS mutations

in the CDR are statistically equivalent, even in the NP genes, and therefore are not

indicative of selection during affinity maturation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In conducting the research reported here, we used a large collection of genes harvested

from Genbank. One could argue the precariousnous of gathering data in this way for

analysis. We, however, would counter that the Genbank repository exists, in part,

so that DNA sequence data deposited there can be reused in research initiatives. We

performed very careful, exacting, and thorough filtering of the Genbank genes that

ended up in our large but useful datasets. Compiling and filtering such a large set

of genes enabled us to perform novel statistical analyses that would otherwise have

been impossible.

Our analysis of non-autoreactive, productively rearranged genes provides the

most precise estimates currently available for heavy chain gene segment usage fre-

quency in non-neonatal humans. This baseline information may be informative for

researchers looking at specialized Ig molecules, such as for HIV vaccines. More im-

portantly, however, our analyses led us to uncover and report on influential biases

in the mechanisms that are responsible for human Ig repertoire development. For
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example, we are the first to show statistical evidence for sequential D-to-J recombi-

nations at the heavy chain locus during B-cell ontogeny. We have also shown that

TdT action is biased between the V-D and D-J junctions in the heavy chain such

that more n-nucleotides are likely in the V-D junction than in the D-J junction.

We have also been able to show that genetic biases exist in the germline that

influence repertoire development. Our analysis of P genes from Genbank leads us to

speculate that certain JH segments, particularly JH3 and JH5, may be less preferable

in Ig gene rearrangements due to their inherent lack of code for Tyrosine residues. We

also provided strong statistical evidence to suggest that the ratio of non-templated

to germline-encoded nucleotides within the CDR3 of a given Ig gene has an impact

on the molecule’s potential for autoreactivity, which implies that the germline gene

segments, particularly the D gene segments, are biased against autoreactive poten-

tial. We also showed through mutation analysis that the germline is biased towards

encouraging certain types of mutations in certain regions of the gene so as to provide

the most efficient evolutionary path for a genes under affinity maturation.

The processes and mechanisms that go into Ig formation are often talked about

as being random, though it is understood that they are not truly random. How-

ever, the extent of bias for some of these processes and mechanisms had never been

studied using dataset large enough to reveal statistically significant evidence. The

contribution presented here uncovers and quantifies some of the biases that exist in

the genetics and mechanisms that are necessary for Ig heavy chain repertoire devel-

opment. Our analyses also provide data that can now be used to update SoDA and

other such programs with gene segment frequencies so that they yield better, more
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informed results. These data also provide a foundation and guidance on which anal-

yses of broadly neutralizing anti-HIV antibodies should be based. Analysis of these

molecules was complicated before by the lack of statistics regarding the genetics of

Ig heavy chain genes. The work here now provides the necessary background data to

make informed analyses and hypotheses about the origins and unique characteristics

of anti-HIV antibodies.

7.1 Future Directions

We have provided statistical support for biases in the mechanisms and genetics of

immunoglobulin development. Showing experimental support for some of our obser-

vations would be further validation of this work. Our analysis showing statistical

evidence for multiple sequential rearrangements of D to J gene segments could be

further supported by lab studies. Such studies might involve isolating excision circles

from developing B-cells, and using specially designed primers to specifically locate

and amplify D-J pairs in those circles. For our analysis of autoreactive Ig, exper-

iments using normal and autoreactive mice could be performed. Populations of Ig

could be collected from each set of mice, and testing for binding affinity against

a panel of antigens could be performed. Then, sequencing of those Ig to determine

CDR3 length and n/D nucleotide ratios would help validate our results. Our analysis

of mutational biases is a purely statistical study based on observations of synony-

mous and nonsynonymous mutations in the genes and does not lend itself to further

laboratory exploration.
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